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To all whom it may concern/i

around the ring each coil has its ends con

Be it known thatl, JOSEPH D. F. ANDREWS, nected to the two coils which are situated
a subject of the Queen of Great Britain, re one on each side of a point in the ring dia
siding at the city of London, in the county of metrically opposite to it, or to the eighth in
Middlesex and Kingdom of England, have in order from it each way;
SS
vented certain new and useful Improvements
In Fig. 2, showing six polar ?elds, coil 1 has
in Dynamo-Electric Machines or Motors, (for its ends connected to 7 and 12, coil2 to S and
which Letters Patent have been granted to 13, and so on——that is to say, each coil is con

me in Great Britain, No. 16,916, dated Decem
ber 24, 1884;) and I do hereby declare the fol
lowing to be a full, clear, and exact descrip

nected to the sixth in order from it each way.

In Fig. 3, showing eight polar ?elds, coil 1
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has its ends connected to 5 and 14, coil 2'to (i
tion of the invention, such as will enable others and 15, and so on—that is to say, each coil is
skilled in the art to which it appertains to connected to the fourth in order from it each
make and use the same.
way.

My invention relates to multipolar dynamo

There might obviously be around the ring
electric machines or motors which have for an even number of polar ?elds greater than or.

their armatures coiled rings of the Pacinotti sand on the ringa number of coils exceeding
or Gram me kind; and it consists, chie?y,'in so 17, and the connections of the coils would be
connecting the coils to each other and to the arranged in a manner similar to that de
plates of the commutatomthat an even num scribed, so as to bring together in each case the
ber of polar ?elds-such as four, six, eight, action of all the coils that are approximately 70

&c.-—may be arranged around the ring to op in the same phase. In Fig. 2, for instance,
erate eifectivelyon the coils, prod ucing greater when
coils 1 and 7 are entering the south

power and uniformity of action than when
'
25 only two polar ?elds are employed.
The mode of connection of the armature

?eld, coil 12, with which those are connected,
is about to enter it. So the connected coils 4, 75
l0, and 16 are in the north ?elds. In Fig. 1 in

coils which I adopt will be best understood like manner the coils 2 and 11 are in south
by reference to the accompanying diagrams, ?elds and 10 about to enter. In Fig. 3, again,

Figures 1, 2, and 3, showing, respectively, the coil 12 being in a north ?eld, so, also, are coils

connections suitable for four, six, and eight 4, 8, and 16, with which it is connected. But
polar ?elds, which are indicated by the let two brushes are required, which should be set

ters N S.
There is a numberof coils on the armature

ringRdiffering by one from a multiple of
35 half the nuinberof poles and a corresponding

number of plates on the commutator C. In
the diagrams there are seventeen coils and
seventeen commutator-plates. In each case
the two ends of any coil are connected to

those of the other coils and to the commu<

tator-plates in the following manner.

so as to divide the coils into approximately

equal groups in multiple arc.

Having thus described my invention, what
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters

Patent, is—
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1. A dynamoelectric machine or motor pro
vided with an armature having a ring-core
and two or more pairs of ?eld-magnet poles,
the armature-coils surrounding the core and
connected together and to the commutator, so

In Fig. 1, showing four polar ?elds, coil 1 that all coils in approximately the same phase

has one of its ends connected to one end of 9

and its other end connected to the opposite
45 end of 10, and these connections are con~

act together in series.
2. A d ynamo‘electric machine or motor pro

vided with a ring-armature having a closed
nected, respectively, to plates 1 and 10 of the coil-winding and two or more pairs of ?eld 95
commutator. In like manner coil 2 has its magnet poles, the number of coils and com
one end connected to 10 and its other end to mutator-segments differing by one from a mul

11,connection being made from these to plates tiple of half the numberof ?eld-magnet-poles,

50 2 and 11 of the commutator, and thus all said coils being connected together and to the

2
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com mutator, so that all coils in approximately of coils in multiple are, all of the coils-in each
groupv acting in series relation‘.
the same phase act together in series.
5. A dynamo~electric machine or motor pro
3. A dynanio~electric machine or motor pro
vided with a ring-armature and two or more

vided with a ring-armature and two or more

pairs of ?eld-magnet poles, the armature coils pairs of ?eld-magnet poles, the armature coils 25

or sections being connected together and to or sections being connected together and to
the commutator,so as to form a system ofcon the commutator, so as to form a system of

ductors comprising for any number of ?eld conductors comprising for any number of
magnet poles two‘ groups of coils in multiple ?eld-magnet poles two groups of coils in mul
arc, in which all the coils or sections in each tiple are, all of the coils in each group acting
in series relation and successively connected
group act in series relation.
4. A dynamo-electric machine or motor pro.

coilsbeing distant from each other on the

ring twice the distance between adjacent
pairs of ?eld-magnet poles, each armature ?eld-magnet poles.
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature in 35
IS coil being connected to a commutatorsseg
vided with a ring-armature and two or more

presence of two witnesses
JOSEPH D. F. ANDREWS.
Witnesses:
tween two pole—pieces of like sign, s0 asyto
GRAHAM T. W. OLVER,
form a system of conductors comprising for
JAMES WHITCHER.
any number of ?eld-magnet poles two groups ‘
ment and to a coil on either side atadis

tance approximately equal to the space be
20

